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3SCIENCE & TECH
Word of the day
Supplant (verb): To displace and substitute for another
Used in a sentence: Times are changing. Books are being supplanted by e-books 
Suggested by:  Mashidur Rahaman
Your turn! Pick a word from today’s The Hindu in School whose meaning you do not
know and send it to us at school@thehindu.co.in (Subject: Word of the day) 

Disclaimer: Readers are requested to verify &
make appropriate enquiries to satisfy
themselves about the veracity of an adver-
tisement before responding to any published in
this newspaper. Kasturi & Sons Limited, the
Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not
vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement
or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s pro-
ducts and/or services. In no event can the
Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s,
Employees of this newspaper/company be held
responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever for
any claims and/or damages for advertisements
in this newspaper.
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Over 10 years ago, a spacecraft
named Rosetta blasted off on its
way to meet up with an icy dust ball.
The European Space Agency
launched the mission with contri-
butions from selected European
countries, and also from Nasa.
Those who built Rosetta have high
hopes for it. If all goes according to
plan, a lander attached to Rosetta
will gently descend to the surface of
the comet for the first time ever. 

In fact, the Rosetta mission has
already made history. In late Au-
gust, after its decade-long journey,
the spacecraft entered an orbit
around a comet for the first time.
The comet—Comet 67P/Churyu-
mov-Gerasimenko—is barrelling
quickly towards the sun as Rosetta
circles around it. This is both a
blessing and a curse.

It’s a blessing because we will
now have a front-row seat to a pret-
ty awesome show. As this comet
gets closer to the sun it will heat up.
As it heats up, it will develop the
bright coma and stunning tail for
which comets are known. 

It’s a curse because eventually all
that heat will make it impossible for
the lander’s instruments to work. It
could even break Comet 67P apart.
That means there’s a deadline for
putting a lander on its surface. The
scientists must act quickly.

And act quickly is what they have
done! Immediately after arriving at
its target, Rosetta made a detailed
map of its surface. Not only is it a
beautifully detailed look at a myste-

rious space object, but it is also use-
ful. When Rosetta first launched,
scientists had no idea what the sur-
face of Comet 67/P looked like.
Now, using this map, scientists
were able to pick out a number of
potential landing sites to study.

After teams of scientists and en-
gineers discussed and debated all of
those options, they picked one first-
choice landing site and one back-up
site. Everything is on schedule for
the landing attempt to be made in
mid-November.

Both on the surface and in orbit,
Rosetta will help us understand not
only what comets look like up close
when they approach the sun, but it
will also shed light on the formation
of our own solar system. These icy
comets are the leftovers from the
time when our solar system was
just forming. 

Bright future for a 
comet-chasing spacecraft
Alex H. Kasprak

Play and learn
Download the game CometQuest
by NASA’s Space Place and take
control of the Rosetta Mission.
Land a lander and collect data
while you avoid space hazards!
http://tinyurl.com/cometquest. 

Rosetta shot this picture of Comet 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimen when it arrived in the comet’s orbit. The marked
area is the first choice landing site. CREDIT: ESA/ROSETTA/MPS
FOR OSIRIS TEAM MPS/UPD/LAM/IAA/SSO/INTA/UPM.

A giant plain on the nearside of the
moon is bordered by ancient rift val-
leys that acted as a “magma plumbing
system” for the region’s volcanoes
billions of years ago, scientists say.

Researchers had thought that a
rocky ridge around the 3,200km-
wide plain, named the Ocean of
Storms, was the edge of an enormous
impact basin created when an aste-
roid crashed into the moon.

But maps drawn up from measure-
ments taken by Nasa’s Grail (Gravity
Recovery and Interior Laboratory)
mission orbiters found that the rocky
features were lava-filled valleys that
operated like a plumbing system.

Though volcanoes continue to
erupt on Earth, most of the moon’s
volcanic activity took place three to
four billion years ago. Because the
gravity is so weak on the moon, explo-
sive eruptions blasted debris far fur-
ther than they do on Earth. 

How did they form?
Jeff Andrews-Hanna, a geophysi-

cist at the Colorado School of Mines,
used maps from the Grail mission to
show that the rocky border around
the lunar plain was not circular as
would be expected from an asteroid
impact. Instead, the rocky ridges
were long rift valleys that had filled
with lava and frozen over.

“This was a really surprising obser-
vation,” said Andrews-Hanna, whose
study appears in the journal Nature.
“It has really challenged our under-
standing of the evolution of the
moon. There’s the very fact that we’re
talking about rift valleys on the
moon. Those are well known on
Earth, and on Mars and Venus, but
not on the moon.” Soon after the
moon’s formation, an abundance of
radioactive elements made the Ocean
of Storms warmer than the rest of the
lunar surface. Andrews-Hanna said
that the rifts might have formed as
the plain cooled and contracted. “We
think this whole province was pulling
away from the moon around it and

that would cause the extension to
make the rift valleys,” he said.

The bright ancient highlands and
dark blotches of basaltic lava make up
the man-in-the-moon pattern of the
lunar surface. The lava probably
welled up through cracks in the rift
valleys, which had thinned the crust
of the fledgling moon.

Nasa’s Grail mission used two
identical orbiters to create a detailed
map of the moon’s gravitational field.
The maps revealed hidden features
beneath the surface, including re-
gions called mass concentrations, or
mascons, that generate a stronger-
than-usual gravitational pull.

— © Guardian Newspapers Limited, 2014 

Secrets of the Man on the Moon decoded 
The ancient highlands and blotches of basaltic lava make up the man-in-the-moon pattern of the lunar surface

Ian Sample

WORLD SPACE WEEK
October 4 to 10

All the stars you see in the sky belong
to our Galaxy, the Milky Way. But our
naked eyes can't see everything: if you
point a powerful telescope to any
seemingly empty region of the sky, it
will uncover hundreds and hundreds
of other galaxies! Each of these galax-
ies is a world in itself, containing bil-
lions of stars and planets. Our Milky
Way may be huge, but it is only one
galaxy amongst hundreds of billions! 

The Andromeda Galaxy is one of the
nearest galaxies to the Milky Way. But
it is already two million light-years
away, which means it took two million
years for its light to reach us: we see it
as it was when there were still no
humans on Earth! Because light takes
time to travel from one place to anoth-
er, we see distant galaxies not as they
are right now, but as they were long
ago in the past. The farther we look in
space, the farther we see back in time. 

Some of the faintest galaxies tele-
scopes can see are ten billion light-
years away, and we can thus probe the
Universe as it was ten billion years
ago. Galaxies at that time looked quite
different than now. Whereas our
Milky Way and the Andromeda Gal-
axy have beautifully smooth spiral
shapes, galaxies were less regular and
much lumpier ten billion years ago.
Besides, they were forming much
more stars. 

How do stars form?
Stars originate from cold gas clouds

that are mainly composed of hydro-
gen, as hydrogen is the most abundant
element in the Universe. Gravity pulls
the gas particles together, up to a
point where pressure and temper-
ature are so high that nuclear fusion
reactions start: atoms merge and form
heavier elements, like helium, carbon,

and even iron. These powerful nuclear
reactions generate the incredible
amount of energy that makes stars
shine, and produce most chemical ele-
ments in the Universe, including the
atoms of your own body. We are all
made of stardust!

Galaxies progressively consume
their gas reservoir to form stars. Also,
giant stars often explode at the end of
their lives, which eject some of the
remaining gas out of their galaxy. The
gas content of a galaxy consequently
decreases with time, and this is the
main reason why galaxies formed
much more stars ten billion years ago.
Nevertheless, our Milky Way still
gives birth to a couple of stars each
year! 

The Universe is not static
We often imagine the Universe as

an unchanging ocean in which our
Galaxy would be fixed for all times.
But our Universe is not static. As stars
form and die, galaxies evolve and
change. The life of a galaxy is far from
quiet, and can even be violent! Galax-
ies can indeed collide and merge with
each other. For example, the Andro-
meda Galaxy will merge with our
Milky Way in four billion years. But be
reassured, although it will definitively
change the night sky, it shouldn't dis-
turb Earth and our Solar System that
much!

For the moment, we are only able to

observe other galaxies from the dis-
tance. Each galaxy is unique and they
all have different shapes and colours.
But these worlds may seem too far
away to be ever reachable. Do you
think mankind will be able to explore
them one day? 

Jonathan Freundlich is a PhD stu-
dent at the Paris Observatory, in
France, working on star formation
and galaxy evolution. 

Island worlds
in the vastness of the Universe

The Hubble Ultra Deep Field image uncovers a multitude of galaxies
in a tiny region of the sky. CREDIT: NASA, ESA, H. TEPLITZ AND M.
RAFELSKI (IPAC/CALTECH), A. KOEKEMOER (STSCI), R. WINDHORST (ASU), Z.
LEVAY (STSCI)

Jonathan Freundlich

● Giant stars usually
explode at the end of
their lives. The explosion
is called a supernova,
and can be as luminous
as a whole galaxy. It
generates huge winds
that can expel some of
the gas from the galaxy
in which it happens. 

● Andromeda Galaxy is
about the same size as
our Milky Way, and it is
actually visible with the
naked eye during dark
moonless nights. It
appears as a dim, hazy
dot in the sky.

● Andromeda Galaxy and
our Milky Way are both
part of a group of
galaxies named the Local
Group.

●  The Hubble Ultra Deep
Field image taken by the
Hubble Space Telescope
reveals thousands of
galaxies in an area which
is hundred times smaller
than the apparent
surface of the moon.

ASTROPHYSICAL SERIES: PART - 3

Did you know that the first half of the
20th century was dominated by vacu-
um tubes? Be it radio, television, tele-
phone networks or computers,
vacuum tubes were the basic compo-
nent for all electronics. 

It was only in the 1950s, a few years
after the invention of semiconductor
devices, that the switch from vacuum
tubes to transistors took place. Today,
we will look at one of the first devices
that made the transformation.

The IBM 604 Electronic Calculat-
ing Punch was introduced in 1948. A
lot of planning talent was invested in
this device and with considerable ex-

pectations, the future of IBM hinged
around it. 

A desk-sized machine that took in
punch cards to process problems, the
IBM 604 comprised of over 1250 vacu-
um tubes that enabled it to perform
operations. It was no computer, but as
a calculator it could process over 100
cards per second, performing addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication and
division using binary coded decimal
arithmetic. That was still a lot of calcu-
lation at a pretty quick pace during
those times.

Vacuum tubes played the role of
controlling electric current in elec-
tronics through a vacuum in a sealed
container. Transistors, that were in-
vented in 1947 by William Shockley,
could perform the same function of
controlling flow of electricity in cir-
cuits, thereby switching on and off ap-
propriately. Therefore, it was only a
matter of time before engineers em-
ployed these to build their logic.

This, however, did not happen im-
mediately. It was only on October 7,
1954, that the first experimental ver-

sion of the IBM 604 using solid-state
devices instead of vacuum tubes were
built.

Paved way for commercial
calculator from IBM

Over 2000 transistors were employ-
ed in this device. As the initial IBM
604 was built such that it could be
manufactured and serviced easily, its
design allowed for an easy tech swap
from tubes to transistors.

The resulting all-transistor calcula-
tor was neither faster, nor smaller
than the vacuum tube based machine.
What it had going for it, however, was
the fact that it consumed only 5 per
cent of the power when compared
with that needed for the older model. 

The success was met with enthusi-
asm and it urged IBM to build the first
commercial calculator based on tran-
sistor technology. The IBM 608 was
the product and it came out to the
market in 1958.

Not affordable
Commercial success though, was

still a step away. With over 3000 tran-
sistors used, and transistors still being
expensive, these calculators were not
quite affordable. 

With time, however, more and more
products took to the new technology,
prompting the prices of transistors to
fall below that of vacuum tubes. And
since then, solid-state devices have re-
placed vacuum tubes, ushering in an
era of low-power, smaller and faster
computing devices. 

Write to the author at
ganesh.a.s@thehindu.co.in

From tubes to transistors
It was only on October 7, 1954, that the first experimental version of the IBM 604, an all-transistor
calculator, was built 

IBM 604 Electronic Calculator at
NEMO (National Science
Museum in Amsterdam). 
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